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scrap pieces of this unique space to create a collaborative work of art. Mintz
Jackson, the famous, celebrated, and long deceased American art gallery, is
turning into a public park, and the mission of the Lincoln Park Conservancy is

to permanently save it. The Lincoln Park Conservancy will be running their
annual Scavenger Hunt this weekend, in the hopes of finding something to
store and create a sculpture out of in the future. The original owners of the

space, Walter and Louise Arensberg, created the narrow gallery as an outpost
of their regular gallery on Washington Square in Greenwich Village. They sold

the space in 1964 for $1 million. Unfortunately, it closed four years later in
1968. This photograph of the site is from the early 2000s, when the space was

still owned by a business. The project has been slated to launch next year.
And a crowdfunding page set up by the Lincoln Park Conservancy suggests
that their plan is to have a piece of art displayed on the site by 2017. Check

out the full map below. Some of the locations: 1. The Wall The wall of the
building, originally being a garage for the building, is a key element that we

want to preserve and encase, as it is a unique feature
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Communications on Friday said it is cutting the price of its broadband, cable and IPTV
products after a rate hike approved by the Federal Communications Commission.

Charter has been under pressure from Wall Street to lower costs, and last week its stock
price nearly doubled. Charter founder and Chief Executive Tom Rutledge said the
company’s major move on pricing will strengthen Charter’s brand. “We’re putting

pricing under the microscope. Today’s announcement is consistent with that,” Rutledge
said in a conference call. “The company is highly focused on brand and the strength of
the brand.” The company said it will lower prices on broadband, including fiber-to-the-
home, cable and satellite Internet services by $20 to $40 per month and IPTV products
by $10 to $15 per month. The move will affect about 60 percent of Charter’s Internet

subscribers and more than half its IPTV customers. Its cable customers will pay $5 more
per month. The company said it will also introduce a $95-a-month bundle that includes

broadband service, home phone service and a high-definition digital video recorder.
Charter, which is also the nation’s third-largest cable operator with about 10 million
subscribers, has been wrestling with high prices and competition from other service

providers, many of which have upped rates in recent years. Read more: Sports leagues,
cable providers dig deep for $1.6-billion digital rights deal FCC chair Ajit Pai holds firm
to net neutrality rules — for now In court, telecom regulators are struggling to define

‘Internet access’ Federal regulators in the U.S. and Canada last year approved Charter’s
$8.35-billion acquisition of Time Warner Cable, one of the most expensive deals in

American history. The merger was approved despite concerns that Charter’s dominant
market position in some markets could give it too much power in negotiations with

content providers. Rutledge said Charter has been improving its broadband offerings.
“Our technology is sophisticated and is at the forefront,” Rutledge said. “We’re very

focused on 6d1f23a050
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